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Sam Averis

HOW TO SINK AND LIVE SIMPLE LIKE A FISH

I love the arctic water, the way the cold tightens my steel skin, keeps me alert, keeps me humming. I 
should have been an icebreaker, or a whaler in the south seas, but I’m a cruise liner, and it’s ten o’clock at 
night off the coast of Norway. I’m crawling with people that I do not understand. I sit low in the water, 
heavy with their weight.

In the casino I see a lady with wrinkled hands and a blue-rinse perm. She sits at the slot-machine four 
rows back and three across, where she sat with her husband on their fiftieth anniversary, the night she hit 
the jackpot. The leather of the stool remembers her well.

I hear show-tunes, played by a band crammed onto a tiny stage in the cocktail lounge. Among them 
is a trombone player, and after his shift he’ll sit cross-legged on his cot, or on the cot of the sallow, thin-
lipped flautist, or on the cot of the ticklish, long-haired cellist, and write poems to his girl at home. On 
shore leave in Copenhagen he buys weed in Ziploc bags, and brings it aboard to sell to the flautist, the 
cellist, the first mate. Almost never to the guests.

A wife in a gauzy gold dress sits at a booth in the cocktail lounge with her husband. Their kids are 
asleep in the cabin next to theirs while they join another couple for a drink. The woman is better-looking 
than the man, but he’s got confidence, and that counts for something. The wife looks past him at the 
band, at a young trombone player in his tux, pumping the slide back and forth. The man tells her he has a 
bottle of rum back in his cabin. She kisses her husband and goes with the other man to his cabin on the 
far side of the ship.

I can feel the  tread of the first mate’s boots on the console of the bridge. He’s eating a baguette 
stuffed with cream cheese and crisps. Crumbs fall and settle in the folds of his uniform. His eyes are red, 
his lids low. There are charts on the table, and the roach of a joint, and a blinking red warning light. But 
he’s sailed this course a dozen times, the sea is gentle, and he knows there’s a lighthouse ahead to guide 
him. 

Dolphins weave in and out of my wake, spiraling around each other and swooping close, skimming 
the rough spackle  of  barnacles  that  cling to  my hull.  They slice  the  water,  swim like  they’re  falling 
through air. I don’t inhabit the ocean like the dolphins—I occupy it, and it moves across my bow in great 
quantities to make way. I envy them their freedom and their closeness to the sea.

A sailor, on his first voyage since the navy, pushes through a group milling on deck and stands at the 
tip of the bow. His jacket buttons are shiny, and the crease on his trousers perfect. He’s grown a beard, 
short and immaculate, relishing the freedom of civilian life, within reason. He sees a woman a few feet 
from him, rugged up, with a neon-pink beanie, her neck bent back, staring at the sky. She asks if he’s over 
them by now, you know, the lights. He shakes his head. She’s pretty, but so pale that he can see the veins 
through the skin of her cheeks. He looks out into the black horizon, at the mottled moonlight reflecting off 
the low waves. His eyes widen slightly, then narrow for just long enough to be sure. He turns and runs, 
fast, for the bridge.
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A man’s body is slumped in a comfy chair in a dimmed lighthouse, not so far ahead. The stove is 
embers, his eyes are closed and he’s getting colder, colder still. The lighthouse is built on a spit of igneous 
rock, black and hard and jagged, home to seabirds and mussels.

On my deck the woman in the neon-pink beanie is stamping to keep warm. She’s wearing thermal 
underwear, a puffer jacket, a scarf, gloves. There’s a wrinkled, handwritten list in her pocket, every line 
crossed bar one. She’s searched in Iceland and Russia, and now the Arctic Ocean. When the first ribbons 
cross the sky she thinks she’s seeing things, but soon the universe is ablaze with green fire. She takes off 
her beanie, lets the light play across the smooth white skin of her scalp, lets the chilly air quicken the 
blood in her veins.

I smell bacon, precooking in the galley for breakfast the next morning. One of the line chefs is par-
poaching eggs, then sliding them into a tray of cold water. They’ll be reheated in the morning, served 
with gravlax and bright yellow hollandaise spooned from a plastic tub. He’s lazy and the day was long, 
and he’s overfilled the shallow tray. A yolk threatens to overflow as I rock gently, back and forth.

The blue-haired lady feeds another note into the slot machine while her fingers tap at the flashing 
plastic buttons, pure muscle memory. Her gin and tonic is free and weak, and when the room lurches to 
starboard it falls to the ground. There’s a scraping sound, pitched so high that it flirts with the upper 
limits of the audible, fading in and out of hearing. The already dim lights flicker out, and the screen goes 
black. In it she sees the reflection of the aurora as if it were the ghost of her husband. Then the power 
kicks back in, and she continues tapping buttons. 

I’m stopped, impaled on a crumbling underwater outcrop. My engines haven’t cut out, and they’re 
urging me forward, opening me up, letting more of the ocean inside me. Pieces of zinc pop off the sheet 
metal as it curls back and then fall into the abyss below like sparse summer rain. Char and haddock come 
into me with the water, and the diesel is driven to the top of my ruptured tanks. It feels like a transfusion, 
like life flowing into me.

There are playing cards and broken glasses scattered across the floor of the Captain’s suite. He’s the 
first  to his feet,  red-faced and screaming at  his guests to stay calm, stay calm, everybody stay calm. 
They’re well dressed, piled on the floor, and less scared of shipwreck than of the raging Captain. He runs 
from the room and into a sailor with a close-trimmed beard and no jacket, who slaps him hard. He’s 
grateful for the pain, it gives his panic space to subside. Together they set about unstrapping lifeboats.

At my bottom there’s an engineer tending bilge pumps, which are sputtering, choking on debris. The 
water’s  knee-deep,  lapping at  the  photos  of  her  family  that  smile  from the walls.  They’re  far  away, 
dependent on the wads of notes she mails from frost-bitten ports. She keeps the engine room spotless, but 
in the crew bar she takes shots and swears, and shows off the grease-spots on her good white blouse.

A girl in pajamas is being carried in the arms of a woman who’s not her mother. Her father is in front, 
with her brother over his shoulder like a fireman. She’s eleven, just old enough to know things, and her 
eyes dart between them and the stream of passengers taking small, quick steps down the corridor that 
runs the length of the ship. The track of red lights on the floor makes them look like they’re on fire. It’s 
hard to focus through welling tears, so she shuts her eyes, tight enough to see fractals bloom on the 
insides of her eyelids.

One of my last lifeboats lowers to leave me, and a cellist is looking for someone. She can’t recognize 
anyone without  their  instruments:  they’re  just  rows of  identical  tuxedos and black dresses.  She sees 
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others, a dark-haired woman in dirty overalls, and a woman whose gold dress is covered by a sailor’s 
jacket, who sobs and rests her head untenderly on the shoulder of a paunchy man. The cellist is looking 
for the trombone player that slept in her cot last night. She needs to tell him.

I’m getting heavier, sitting deeper. I wonder if I’ll lodge on some crag as a place for fish to breed and 
for sharks to hunt, or whether I’ll topple off the cliff face, down to where nameless translucent species 
dangle glowing beads as bait. I hope I go far, and go fast—that I swim like the dolphins, like I’m falling 
through air. 

The lights are out in the casino, so the blue-haired woman just sits and stares into the black depths of 
the screen and listens to the distant sounds of the lifeboats and waits for the ocean, cold and clear. ♦
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Laura I. Miller

GALE IN THE AFTERMATH

Through her bedroom window, Gale sees a rectangle of blue; clouds that float by like paralytic geese; and 
a young Acacia tree, open-palmed and many-fingered, holding green sheets of leaves aloft. There is a 
middle-aged woman caught in Gale’s tree. Gale can see where the woman’s skin has snagged on a thorn, 
near the abdomen, the rest of her flailing in the wind like a plastic sack.

Years ago, Gale would have stacked a ladder at the base of the tree and fetched the woman from her 
perch. She would have offered the woman tangerine slices and paper flowers. But now there are too 
many.

Gale curls like a cashew and lingers in bed, ignoring the bluebonnets that pool in her curves. For 
weeks now she’s been trailing wildflowers—poppies and marigolds—their bodies landing softly on the 
ground as  they escape through an opening in  her  wrist.  They roll  out  like  a  red carpet  behind her 
wherever she goes. She has lost weight.

And honestly—Gale just wants to let go of all that shit.
She thinks: the woman in the tree does not look happy, but at least she isn’t smiling.

Downstairs from the apartment is the photo studio that belonged to Gale’s mother. Gale descends the 
spiral staircase with coffee in hand. Gravity is becoming less and less of an issue, she notices.

Aaron waits in a swivel chair in the studio, punching buttons on the cash machine. Gale pinches shut 
the opening in her wrist when she sees him there. He will notice the pebbles she has been swallowing 
only for their weight.  He will  notice she is in the process of committing to hermitage—among other 
things. She bumped into a man on the sidewalk earlier that week. He was nearly invisible except for a 
yellow boomerang that clung to his pelvis.  It  swung loose and dropped to the concrete as a zephyr 
carried him over the rooftops. She only goes out now to collect the pebbles.

“I have some news,” Aaron says.
Since the accident Gale and Aaron are more direct.
Aaron tells Gale he is leaving town. A bluebonnet drops from her sleeve. She hides it and thinks 

about how their mother is still a bitch for saddling them with those names. Gale and Aaron—wind and 
air. Why decide someone’s future like that? Why make it so easy for circumstances to arrive?  He wants 
her to come, but he’s going with his girlfriend, and this is complicated. The girlfriend is not from around 
here—a fleshy—she can never understand.

And Gale thought he had come to talk her down from the ledge. He didn’t even know she was 
standing on it.
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But because he’s more sentimental and emotionally intuitive than he would have her believe, Aaron 
leaves Gale with an unprocessed roll of film. A gray canister with the oil-slick paper spooled inside. He 
doesn’t say where the photos are from—it’s still difficult for them to talk about some things.

Gale is elbow-deep in the film-processing machine. The metal arms that allow her to exhume the film 
from the canister always reminded her of an astronaut suit. When she was young, she would pretend the 
canisters were comets and carry them through zero gravity with her astronaut arms.

Pictures emerge inked and floppy via conveyor belt on the other side of the machine. Gale is thinking: 
Why do men have all the opportunities? Why is it okay for Aaron to leave and for me to disappear? Why 
does it feel as though my path is clear?

The  photos  come  out  with  a  turquoise-green  background.  In  the  foreground  is  a  terrible  white 
aperture in the shape of an eye. The blast. Everyone knew Gale’s mother had taken photos that day. She 
was the local photographer; it’s what she did. Nobody had seen the photos, not even in the weeks after, 
when her mother lost the weight and helicoptered out of their lives like some primordial seed. Gale and 
Aaron still look for her in the treetops sometimes.

The conveyor belt  keeps belching the blast:  photos of  people crowded around the shuttle  in the 
moments before, in the moments after … How did she keep taking those pictures? Pressing the levers and 
turning  the  knobs—even  after?  The  familiar  motions  securing  her  in  the  present,  perhaps  just  long 
enough to distract her from the immediate past. Distractions aren’t given enough credit, she thinks and 
takes the photograph—the one with flumes of smoke cascading like flower petals from the explosion’s 
great orange eye. She pushpins it to the space above the cash register.

This is where Gale’s story ends. With her ink-blotted fingertips and her misdirected but intelligent 
anger: I hate those stupid pebbles, she thinks and tucks the bluebonnet back in through her wrist. ♦
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Raven Leilani

ACT OF GOD

The night he met her, he was sitting alone at the bar, watching a silent stream of the news in which Venus 
turned at the end of a long diamond chain, though all earthly attempts to correct its orbit had failed. She 
was seventeen. The unfortunate affectation she had of throwing her head back when she laughed made 
him feel like she would be dishonest, if ever there came a time he could touch her.

The night they met, she lifted her hand to his mouth before even knowing him, and when he kissed it, he 
could only think that he was going to be a father in two months, and incidentally this girl was going to be 
eighteen in exactly that time, and he already had suitcases packed for if the child was even a ray of a girl 
like this.

The night he relented and took her out, the moon had degraded to an ashen stone. The air was hot, thick 
with Venus. They drove around with the AC all the way up. He told her how much he paid for the car, he 
told her that his wife had gained 15 pounds. He let her drive, he let her not wear a seatbelt and convince 
him not to either, though he had been afraid of dying since he was fifteen. And without even the faintest 
whiff of drama or irony, she said she didn't care if she died.

They drove around for a while, before the car broke down a mile outside of the city. When he opened 
the hood, the engine gave a long smoky sigh. The paint was melting off of his car. When he got back in, 
she had taken all of her clothes off.

"I'm going to be a father soon,” he said then, looking only at the center of her forehead for the stark 
nakedness even in her eyes.

"Then, this is really irresponsible, isn’t it?" she asked, and he knew it, it was, so it didn't hurt him. She 
made no moves to cover up.

“I’m married,” he said, and the words were awkward, textured in his mouth. It was apparent that 
even she did not buy into his conviction.

“Well, obviously,” she said, rolling her eyes. “Look at you. And your sweater,” she said, and her hair 
couldn’t have been any straighter if it had been ironed on a board. He could feel that just from what little 
she said, it was possible either she or her parents were from the Gyeonggi province.

Her tongue was light and familiar around her words and he really wondered what it was about girls who 
grew up around cities that made them so sure, so affecting. His own parents had been from much farther 
north, and their speech didn’t carry a hair of the kind of Anglicisms that were so filled with the teeth and 
throat. He wondered if she could hear that lacking in him. “But that’s not really my business,” She said, 
sitting with her legs apart like a man. Something he noticed when he could no longer pretend not to look.
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They looked out of  the windshield,  and Venus was still  smoldering,  seemed to be even bigger now, 
though reports were saying that it was possible it wasn’t going to stop its descent until impact. It was 
almost a funny thing that earth was going to perish under the blaze of such an indifferent, non-descript 
planet, filled with such cloud cover no one had yet been able to truly characterize its surface.

“I  would  be  so  jealous  if  I  was  the  sun,”  she  said,  and  outside  he  could  see  slices  of  the  sky 
evaporating. It wasn’t technically possible to see the ozone layer pull itself away, but there were great 
rivulets of steam and cirrus drawn into thick white curtains, unfurling downward with the force and 
weight of rain. He never felt more keenly the chasm of age between them, her own self-absorption, the 
guilt of wanting something halfway formed, than when she rolled her eyes. He wanted to make her do it 
again.

“Did you notice that we still have the same gravity though?” she said.
“What if I hate it? What if it’s different for me and I don’t love it at all?” he said suddenly, and he had 

a vision in his head of some small crying thing cradled in the nest of his bloody forearms. Would it be like 
a pupa, the amalgamation of eyes and lips of so many people stretching hundreds of years back? They 
told you that it was a thing sitting in your gut just waiting to be activated, the love of a thing you couldn’t 
know, that couldn’t know you except for a face and timbre, a part of a new kind of air. They said it was 
instant love, maybe out of narcissism or evolutionary amendment, but what if when he looked at its face, 
he didn’t see his own, and saw in its place, nothing at all? She sighed.

“Isn’t it a little self-absorbed to be thinking about the merit of new life when all around us is dying? 
When we’re dying?” she said, and to him it seemed like a stupid thing to say, since nothing new simply 
had merit because of its novelty, which like his own heartbeat, was an ephemeral thing.

She crossed the meridian of the shift and slid into his lap. There was some hesitation in him, but mostly 
desire. Her limbs were all around him. When she moved to clutch his face, he noticed that she had some 
garish color on her nails, that there was no typical plushness about her mouth, but a viciousness in the 
way it carved upward through her face, drew tightly across her teeth. She kissed him roughly, and he 
could not pretend to mimic the rhythm.

She curled her body around him, and he was burning up. It was only when he relaxed that he felt her 
fingers close around his throat.

“It’s probably better a child not be on the end of your indifference,” she said softly, tightening her 
grip. He tried to pry the hands away but they were spindly, strong. Still there was empathy in her eyes. 
“A child’s relationship with the father dictates how it will interact with men from then on. Isn’t that 
obvious to you? How will your son become a man, how will your daughter know how to be loved by 
one?"

Her eyes were like onyx, and he wondered if he was meant to die before they all were. Quickly, the 
euphoria of her body against his, her eyes looking into his, was gone for the reality that he could die in 
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such a way. "They’ll always seek out what was withheld from them, and everything sought will have its 
own void because they will lack the capability to see anything else,” she said and was, for a moment, a 
terrible, ugly thing. “Loving what is of your own creation is not a choice, it is a duty,” she said and he 
tried to breathe, tried to move her hands, looked at her face and found in its stone, reason to panic.

There was a still moment before her face softened into pity, then horror. He wondered if she had seen his 
panic and been repulsed. She let her hands down and reared back. “I’m sorry.” She said, “I’m sorry, I 
didn’t mean to—” and he tried to grab her, but before he could even regain his breath, she opened the 
door and ran off naked into the night. He watched her slim body go, her hair carried on the smoldering 
wind.

The next time they met, he invited her to his house. His wife was visiting family, and he’d done almost 
everything he could not do with another person in the house. Then, he jogged, then he delved into the 
damp crannies of the internet to see what had become of old girlfriends, then he flossed his teeth and 
pretended not to notice the increasingly manic look in the eyes of the intricately coiffed women and men 
on the news. I am going to die, he said into the mirror after brushing his teeth. He thought about his wife, 
wondered how it felt to be pregnant while the world went to dust. Did the child in her belly already feel 
stillborn? He liked being able to indulge in thoughts like this, without footsteps around the house to 
reinforce his guilt.

She arrived at his house in tiny little coochie cutters and tall magnetic boots. As she drew him into his 
own bedroom, as  if  she owned the place,  she explained that  she had been on a  waiting list  for  the 
magnetic  boots,  which were supposed to interact  with the mantle  of  the earth in a  way that  would 
counteract gravitational pull. She put down her beer, picked up a picture of his wife, and gazed at it. She 
put it down without comment, though there was a darkness in her eyes that wasn’t there before.

“My dad walked out on me,” she said, with a short, airless laugh. He didn’t know what to say. He 
wasn’t sure if he had the emotional energy to feel bad for her. “It’s such a cliche, I hate it,” she said softly. 
“It was sophomore year of college, and my ma just calls and goes, he’s gone, and I don’t think he’s coming 
back.” She started undoing the buttons on her shirt,  and her confession against  this  action seemed a 
bizarre juxtaposition.

“At least you weren’t a child,” he said, though he didn’t mean to say it. She narrowed her eyes, then 
smiled.

“That’s true,” she said.
“Why did he leave?” he asked, following her lead, beginning to remove his own shirt. She closed her 

eyes.
“Oh, I don’t know. Irreconcilable differences. He didn’t like the new shade of paint in the living room. 

He met a hotter, younger version,” she said, and he realized that this probably wasn’t meant to give him 
an erection. She continued. “It was the middle of the winter. And I was old enough to forgive him if he 
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woke up one day and realized he fell out of love with us, it happens all the time. But I couldn’t forgive 
him for thinking I loved him so little that I wouldn’t worry he was in a ditch somewhere, freezing to 
death. I wanted to find out he was alive first, before he could be dead to me, you know?” she said, sliding 
out of her shorts.

“That seems strange, freezing to death,” he said, unable now to imagine what a chill in the air felt 
like. The news made no qualms about it, the looming apocalypse would be a bath of fire. He could feel it 
already. She drew closer, pushed him down onto his bed.

“I wanted to tell you, so that you’d know why I did that, the other night,” she said.
“I understand,” he said, just as she hooked herself onto him. The squeeze was so multidimensional, 

he rationalized using no protection, though he supposed there wasn’t enough time for it to matter. He 
heard himself emit a desperate, glottal groan.

“Do you?” she said, moving against him, the curtain of her hair casting wild shadows about her face.
“No,” he said, closing his eyes to focus on the heat between her thighs. “I just wanted to have sex 

with you,” he said softly, feeling in the new jeopardy of the earth, a pressure not to pretend. She regarded 
him as she rode, her eyes like dark glass. She moved like an arc of smoke, like an oil slick through fresh 
water.

“You’re  a  dishonest  man,”  she  finally  said,  sighing,  a  hitch  in  her  voice.  “I  think,”  she  said, 
punctuating with her hips, “that men like you just wake up one day, and realize everything you’ve done 
is accidental,” she said, biting her lip, seeming to enjoy it despite the disgust in her voice. “And then you 
just hate yourself,” she said, leaning down to kiss his lips, which finished him, and he opened his eyes, 
shocked that it happened so soon. She curled her lip and unhooked herself, tossed on her clothes, and ran 
from the room, through the front door, into the street. He stood by the window naked, watched her go in 
those short shorts and boots.

Two months later she was standing outside on the sidewalk. He only happened to walk by that same 
window and see her, gazing into his house from the street. His wife was home, but sleeping. When he 
went outside to see her, he shut the door softly with his elbows, now carrying his newborn child in his 
arms. He would have an excuse to leave quickly, since babies couldn’t be kept outside in the heat without 
it being hazardous to their health.

“Hi,”  she  said,  slender  leg  bent  at  the  knee.  He  couldn’t  pretend  her  appearance  was  entirely 
unwelcome, that the sensation of her body around his wasn’t the stuff that papered his dreams, though 
he did feel some apprehension about the mere feet separating her and his wife. He realized with a start 
that he had never seen her in the daytime, and that it did not suit her, as there was something about her 
too messy to fit into the neat, hi-def panels of afternoon. He too felt a little self-conscious, thought of an 
acne scar on his face that had never faded properly.

He could tell that she was distracted by the child in his arms. She smiled and asked if she could hold 
it, and he handed the child over. She clutched it to her chest without any awkwardness. He looked down 
at her magnetic boots.
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“A girl, huh?” she said with a crooked smile. The baby yawned and she smiled down at it. “What a 
lucky one. What’s her name?”

“Alice,” he said, and she tilted her head.
“Very English,” she said, looking back down at the child. He made some noise of agreement.
“She won’t have to go through what I went through in elementary school,” he said, and they held 

each other’s gaze for a long moment. Of course he knew it was unlikely she was going to even make it to 
kindergarten. Of course he knew that if she lived that long, perhaps her name would be the least of her 
worries.

Talking with such optimism in the face of apparent extinction made him feel that he appeared weak, 
unable to confront what was inevitable. But he did it for his wife, who asked him to speak like this for 
sake of their own quality of life. At least, he started out doing it for her. He would call his parents and 
find himself still talking the same way.

“Do you think about me, at all?” she said. His fingertips tingled with the silken memory of her hair.
“Of course,” he breathed, thinking of her running naked through the hot, rippling air.
“I don’t want to die alone,” she said, seeming so much younger now. Maybe seeming as young as she 

actually was.
“We have to stop,” he said, and she looked down at the child. “I’m serious,” he said.
“I feel like I was just a thing you used to figure out a bearable way to die,” she said.
“At least you have more purpose in my life than I have in yours.”
“What are you talking about?” she said.
“How many men are there? How many who are just like me, without a face or name, standing in for 

your father?” he said with no real ire.
“You have a name. I know your name,” she said, biting her lip.
“What is it?” he asked.
“What’s mine?” she responded. They both smiled in the silence. “Did you hear that Venus might 

reach some sort of equilibrium?” she said, changing the subject, when suddenly the keening wail of a car 
alarm cut her short. It started as just one, but then suddenly there was a chorus.

The sound of windows breaking echoed through the neighborhood, and she watched with wide eyes as 
his keys flew from his pocket and continued to fly upwards to where Venus had stricken the sky a deep 
red.

He could see the peeling bodies of cars rising up some neighborhoods away. He looked back at her just as 
she was swiftly picked up by her feet, still with his child in her arms. Yet there was nothing on her face 
asking  for  help,  just  a  slack  expression  of  the  looming  threat  confirmed,  anticipation  converted  to 
recognition.  He stood where he was and watched.
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She rose slowly, then faster. The child was peaceful in her arms, and it was only just as they were out of 
reach that it started to cry. He watched her shape recede inside of the first magnetic wave to strike the east 
coast, and then quietly went back inside to break the news to his wife. ♦
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Nolan Liebert

WAYS OF VANISHING

COCOON

Gossamer god-wrap  encasing  no butterfly, but transmutation[1],  from bullet lead into a slender gold 
nugget,  from life to afterlife, complete with wings—without unlinking, shell, evidence of the spring from 
mortal coil to mortal coil.

TEETH[2]

A baby’s skull filled with dreamseeds of enamel, row upon row: an apothecary’s jars, waiting for that 
crystalline moment just before emptiness and shattering.

GLACIER

The slow creep of mountainsides—asymptotes[3] leaving ancient boulders of cold memories, thawing into 
the sour earth; water, stretched like taffy between infinite ocean, infinite sky.

GHOST

Bodies, memory-made, dead, disperse into akasha, void, traversed by sound: blood and sex and greased-
up engine blocks rediscovered by breathing, released slowly to nirvana from castles in the air[4].

[1]  Your first tattoo was ouroboros in pink, taken from internet pixels and stained into your flesh like 
beetroot juice. That juice dripped through veins into the alembic of your pumping muscle. Inky juice, 
refined into maiden’s tears, fed the beast on your back. It happened like the last drops of honey from the 
jar. Within a week the pink stain was a glowing serpent crawling from your ponytail into your waistband. 
Within a month your skin was a blushing cat’s tongue of petite shark’s teeth. On our anniversary you 
grew wings; we danced across a cicada shell carpet as their origins played a summer waltz.

[2]  Sometime between the exodus of the unicorns and the arrival of the dentist who created the cotton 
candy machine, the spun confection was known far and wide as fairy floss. Finding authentic fairy floss 
was an almost impossible task, but it kept you smiling needles and stopped the gouts of black fire that 
kept ruining the bed and curtains. I scrubbed it into your scales with steel wool sheered from the last steel 
sheep. I scavenged sticky remnants from my fingers after feeding your ravenous trap of razors. Each 
morning I traced my body in styptic pencil from the wounds received from loving you.

[3]  With every step you scorched the ground I worshipped. So we drew up flight plans with goat’s blood. 
Plans for a New Zealand holiday. I took an airplane and you took the opportunity to bare your body to 
the sun. You told me you could carve the clouds like ice-sculptures and the light glistered from your 
stormy lamina. I met you in the rainforest and we climbed together through slurry up the Fox Glacier. I 
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didn’t feel your hand dissolving in my gloved hand, but by the time we reached the top you were a fine-
cut  diamond holding a fading flame in your ruby womb. The wind blew. Your skin sang.  And you 
vanished.

[4]  The earth can be felt with all five senses, but her arched hyperborean body was no substitute for your 
phosphorus-scented armor of scalpels. Water pooled beneath me, a testament to your heat. There in the 
air, in front of my face, hung your beet-stained heart. It was filled with flame riding over an oily sea of 
maiden’s tears. It sang a rain-filled canticle and when I tried to hold it, it fractured in my hands. I was left 
with only your dragon song. And, as I returned to the tattoo parlor, I filled the pure akasha  with the 
spectral tune of your pink ouroboros, all echo an aether, and prepared to join you in the wind. ♦
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Mike Petrik

THE THREE DAUGHTERS OF LONG KATE

We are buried to just above our top lips in the slack-tide sea behind our home, and there is little enough 
moon that we are well hidden. From where we stand we can just see the house where our mother’s newly 
dead body is spread out on the table. I, the youngest, am also the tallest, and my knees are folded a little; 
I, the eldest, am flat-footed; as am I, who followed so soon after her. It is August and the water has finally, 
thankfully, warmed.

The table where she is laid out is made of ship’s timbers, though not the ship that brought our mother 
here. That one burned when the tide pulled away from its broken keel. She showed us the spot much 
later, and with her we kept the truth from our father. Our father, who sent us away from the house and 
told us to fly to our only neighbor’s,  the peat-tugger and self-purported last Manisses Indian, Aaron 
Church. He was clear that we should not return until he comes for us or Church leads us away. Now 
father will be sat upon the bench beside the table with mother’s hand in his, facing the door and waiting 
for the wreckers to arrive.

He wouldn’t be surprised we haven’t listened. We are her daughters more than his, and he loves us 
the more for it. We’ve stayed close by to see what becomes of him when they come for our mother. They 
call her Long Kate—their witch’s name—and these men of the town across the island have been waiting 
for her to die so they may do away with her remnants, too afraid to come for her while she lived.

The young Swede who nursed our mother these last two weeks since she stopped speaking will have 
brought them the news, as we warned our father she would. He was returned early from the fishing 
grounds thanks only to something our mother taught him, but she had already been struck dumb.

This is the spell: when you pull your line up over the side of your double-ender to find a particularly 
old cod—one long in the barbels—stop and cut open its stomach, spilling the contents in your boat’s 
bottom. If the old-thing has been swallowing stones to anchor it to the bottom, a storm isn’t far off. Make 
for a port straight away.

The storm hasn’t blown in yet, there isn’t even any wind to ripple the surface of this cove, and before 
father sent us off he’d figured the cod had it wrong.

“It was no storm, though they couldn’t know better,’ he said. “This is what they felt rising. They were 
right to hunker, and you’ll do the same until this blows over.”

Our shoulders are touching and we keep our hand at our sides. Before the quiet is broken by their 
distant horses, a pop sounds as a bass rises to swallow a moth from the surface. The fish is large and slow 
but his presence changes the feel of the water around us. When something, fleeing the interloper, makes 
small darts at the crooks between my bare toes, I, the youngest, duck beneath the surface before it moves 
on to my sisters. I know that they are taking our mother’s death hardest and might react rashly and 
swallow it whole.
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Our sister slips under with a ripple that tickles the few dark hairs above our lips and we lean a little 
toward one another into the empty space she’s left behind.

I blow all my air out my nose and rest my chin on the pebbly bottom, mouth open wide. The fish, I 
can taste now that it is a tiny red hake ventured too far from shelter, takes me up on my offer and swims 
in. I stand back up, press my sisters apart a little, and bend my knees so my nose and eyes are back in the 
air. The hake circles a few times and taps my teeth with its long feeler-fins. I lift my tongue for it to settle 
beneath like it would under the loose flesh of a scallop’s stomach.

A second spell: sing to scallops when you shuck them—something loud and fast. It is difficult for 
them to hear through the air, and they will open up to listen, giving you the chance to slide your knife in 
a quick arc to cut the muscle before they clamp closed. If you find a gasping, young, red-backed hake, 
send it back to sea, but eat any pea crabs straight away. She provided no prophetic justification for these 
actions, but that one exists we are sure.

Our eyes are drawn up past the silhouette of our home and the tangle of juneberry bushes and squat 
laurel trees. Up to the ridge where a line of lanterns flows over the crest and down the hollow’s road. Of 
course they did not come by sea, though it would have been quicker. The Long Kate they told tales of 
could work a fog up with a song. When Church told us that fable on one of his winter visits, she smiled 
and said that it was just that the fog followed her, and that she should be pitied, not feared, for it.

The yellow firelight of their progress streams down the slope with purpose, winking out as they turn 
to the north or south, returning as the road bends back west. But we can escape this progress for now, 
leave it behind, and move forward what will become of our daughters, and what stories they will tell of 
us.

I, the eldest, will spin out a line that forgets this island and near to all our mother’s spells. But it was 
necessary: the island would have sunk under the weight of Long Kate’s daughters had all three of us 
stayed. My line will touch the other coast, in time. Before that, my daughter, only the one, will be born 
close to the sea in a fishing town in Nova Scotia. Then she will leave me there to a house filled to the brim 
with husband and sons, fleeing further to live in Tamarack forests and to eat deer and hare and other 
things we never knew the taste of on the island. This will all begin at the moment two weeks hence, when 
Church,  still  uneasy  with  the  events  of  this  night,  will  offer  to  sail  us  away  across  the  sound  to 
Connecticut—further than Rhode Island but less likely to be a place where our mother is known, even in 
myths. Even now I know I will take him up on that chance, though it means I will not see my sisters 
again. There is just one spell my daughter and hers will remember well, but it will serve them in wild 
places full of dangerous men, as it served our mother the night she was named Long Kate by the island.

This is that spell: If you have a need of distraction and fear, make use of the toadstool with the yellow 
globe cap all covered in white blisters. The same one we steep in milk and set out to snuff the life from the 
deer flies that would otherwise plague us through midsummer. This is the fly agaric,  happiest when 
spreading threads through the dirt of a pine grove. Dry it over the stove or with the laver on the line, and 
cook no more than one cap for each man’s plate of food where you will hide it. If you cannot get to their 
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food, it will also work steeped in liquor and strained away. Be warned, having eaten of it some men will 
fall away into an easy delirium but others will burst with frenzy, so you must still prepare to face them in 
other ways that make use of their minds’ suggestibility.

I, Long Kate’s second, will also have daughters who know this spell, though they will know it as a 
story—a fable. I am the one who will remember these stories in place of her spells, and, anyway, in a mere 
two generations the agarics and the pines that sustain them will be gone from Louisa when the clear-
cutting for ship’s timber and more farmland covers the island from tip to tail. My daughters, and there 
will be many for me and many more of their own, will be the ones who direct the dragging of stones to 
build walls when new land is cleared and plowed. Soon enough, they will walk out their back doors and 
through their kitchen gardens to gossip with one another over these waist-high walls. They will look less 
and less like their ancestor, taking some of their fathers’ traits, and in time some will even forget that they 
came from Long Kate  through me.  With my own six  daughters,  I  will  take time for  education.  The 
difference between my sisters and I, though, is I will recognize when the spells and their ingredients go 
the way of the peat bogs, and I will adapt. It is not the spells that are important, but the purposes they 
served—what they warded or cursed or eased along like a midwife.

Here is one of the spell-stories I will tell them to remind them of their strength and where they come 
from: A while since, two men went missing from a lakeside town and were assumed drowned when their 
boat washed ashore. The men of their families all rowed across to visit the Rusalka women living on the 
far shore.  They kept their boats close together in the fog.  The Rusalki were waist-deep in the water, 
searching for duck mussels with their toes. The men knew to wait until they beached their boats and had 
their boots on dry land before addressing the women.

“We’ve come for the bodies of our sons,” said the two boys’ fathers, “so that they may rest beside 
their kin.”

“It was not us who took them,” said one of the women. “It was one of those among you now, a man 
we know as Vodnik. He’s been made an officer to the faeries, and has been haunting the shallows as of 
late.

“There he is, the one with water dripping from his coattails even when your journey was dry,” she 
finished.

The man she gestured to was old and bent, but he sprung off and dove into the reeds at the lake’s 
edge when he heard this.

Another woman spoke. “You will not pry the bodies from him, but we will tell you how we ward him 
away.” She held up her wrist, where a needle was tied flat to her skin. “Keep a sharp iron needle on you 
when you are on the water and do not let it dull. Vodnik will be too afraid you might use it and let the 
lake-water out of him.”

The men and boys put the boats on their shoulders and began the long walk back to their village, 
where their wives with their needles were waiting.

We three all understand that in this story the Rusalka women are our people, not those women in the 
town, but it is not a story that I, the youngest, will tell my daughters. If those powers over the water were 
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ever really ours, they do not apply to this salt world that my sisters and I stand waiting in. Our mother 
was cast-up here by wreckers and their false lights, far from the home she’d left and not in the place she’d 
left it for. Yet this is where she died and where I will stay. Before that death, she took steps to understand 
it, spun new spells with the knowledge, and gave them to us along with the old ones. I will continue her 
work.

My sisters do not see this about our future, but the truth is that I am the one that will be feared. The 
town will be as powerless as this hake I hold under my tongue. I and my line of daughters will chew and 
swallow it in time. And each time we spit it back up it will be cud, digested a bit further, broken down 
and changed to something new. Until we can use it to give us the energy to stay alive when the ocean 
rises to claim us and survival grows harder still.

These are a few of her new weathering spells for storms: When a storm rolls in, try your utmost to 
beat the front to your doorway and stay home until it spends itself. If home is too far, find a place that 
someone or some-thing calls home and shelter there—a hollow tree, a chicken coop, a rat’s nest in a 
quahog-shell midden. Always leave some space bare so that you may watch the storm spend itself. Do 
not hide behind heavy shutters or in a cellar. If the storm is out of the west or the south it will be seen 
coming from a long way off. So, stay knee-deep in the water and fish or call in crabs or strip mussels from 
rocks until the storm is almost upon you. Then retreat through the doorway and clean, cook, and eat this 
catch with an eye on the storm. If the storm barrels out of the northeast, keep a fire burning in the hearth 
throughout. If it brings snow, eat only the dandelion blades and crowns being forced in pots of clay-earth 
in your cellar. If it brings a surge, bare your feet while you watch and keep them bare until your first step 
back on the earth when the surge recedes.  If  it  is  a gentle storm, go about your business,  but avoid 
singing, humming, or whistling it into something stronger.

There is something that we share knowledge of that is darker even than our mother’s squid-ink hair. 
Though we can try to stay above the water, we cannot escape our fate beneath it. Even now, waiting to see 
what will become of our father, a good man, all parts of us beneath the surface can feel this. Our veins 
seem to spread through our skin and out into the cove. They are jellyfish limbs, licking out at all that 
which is alive and suspended around us.

There is little time left, too little to keep spinning out our futures. Their lantern lights have neared the 
place where the path splits. They hesitate a moment just before the fork, afraid of Long Kate even now. So 
I, the second daughter, stand up on my toes and speak our eulogy. Every few words, the sea crests my 
lower lip and I must pause to spit. Then I return to telling how she was named.

That day it was Benjamin Horn, our father, stretched out on a table of ship’s timbers. The old Manisses 
woman—Church’s  mother  to  hear  him tell  it,  though we are  as  much Manisses  Indians as  he—was 
fishing with her fingers for the lead ball father had taken just below his ribs the evening before. The pistol 
shot came from his own father, and it had been the second shot fired, just after our father put a shot of his 
own in the chest of old Jim Dunn. The last action was father’s when he stuck a marlingspike through the 
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neck of the man who shot him. While James Dunn’s father and our grandfather spent the evening in 
dying, the townsfolk had tied a bandage around our father’s wound hastily, to stand him just through to 
see the noose come morning.

But they would need to lay hands on him again.  Jim Dunn’s eldest son James had shifted our father 
from the stockade during the night and brought him to our mother, a girl of twenty who lived with 
Church’s strange family as an adopted daughter.

She sent Dunn back to the town with a bottle of whiskey that she had steeped with the fly agaric 
mushroom months before, knowing the wreckers could come for her at any time. Dunn would flee the 
island in the days to come, but first partook as that bottle was passed around the circle of men steeling 
themselves to find our father and bring him to justice.

Our mother was making her own preparations.
A few  of  the  men  stayed  behind,  sick  from  too  much  drink,  they  thought,  but  the  rest  armed 

themselves and made for the hollow on the island’s west side, where they knew our father had been 
landing his boat and spending the fall days that he should have been using to haul up late flounder and 
early cod to be sold to the farmers on the mainland. It was early afternoon by the time they reached the 
hollow, and the dense tangle of brush and the path beneath them must have warped and twisted as they 
made their way down. Most of what followed we heard through Church or through the few boys brave 
enough to sail to our side of the island in the years to come.

She was waiting for them at the fork, which they are filing past now as I tell this tale. Wearing a green 
dress, she sat and rocked in an oak rocking chair she had hauled all the way from the house where our 
father lay. In her lap was a pitted blunderbuss that Church claimed he’d stolen from the last ship his 
captain took as a prize. The men called out to her that they would have Benjamin Horn before they left, 
but halted upon seeing the gun. The path was still shifting beneath them, and what came next has never 
been agreed upon entirely. One man saw blue flames burning bright against the October sun in the brush 
all around her. Others said they heard her singing even before she opened her mouth. She did sing for all 
of them in time though. She keened in a language that they did not know. And it was when she sang that 
she began to change. Her entire body stretched broader and taller until she towered above them, two 
stories high by one estimation, and all out of proportion. Her brow was crowned with a cloud, and her 
green eyes spread their color out into the air around them. Across the hollow, her singing still echoed, 
louder  still.  One man turned and ran,  and another  followed.  When she raised the  blunderbuss  and 
pointed it toward them, it was tiny in her hands and the singing came even from its funnel barrel. The 
rest fled then as well, and she shouted out in English at their backs, “He is under my protection, and will 
not see your justice today.” Those words followed them on their journey backward, by the time they 
returned to test Long Kate again, days had passed and our mother and father were hidden from them for 
a time.

Now they have come again to serve their justice. They are at our home, standing in a crowd before our 
bolted entryway. Their interest in our father has flagged in the years since our mother got her name, but 
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not their vendetta with her, and she has not been afraid to provoke them further. There is still no wind, 
but their voices carry to us as if they are being blown west.

“Come out and leave her with us, Ben, and we won’t trouble you,” one says.
“She’s dead now, and where would you bury her anyway?” is shouted.
“We’ll leave your daughters alone as well if you do this thing,” says another.
Their lantern flames pass before the windows that look straight through the house, and we see our 

father’s silhouette now as he walks the floors. He drags her rocking chair from their bedroom and to the 
door, where he sits in it, rocks back until one arm is wedged beneath the doorknob, and rests his head 
back on the wood—his frame too large to fit the chair naturally.

We know what will happen next, but we watch it as if we do not. They try the door and fail to move 
him. Someone suggests they shoot him through it, but another claims that was not what they came for. 
“Instead,” he says, “let us start the fire that will burn her now. He is bound to come out when it catches 
and he sees what will come to pass.”

At each corner of our home, one of the wreckers kindles a fire with the flame from their lantern. The 
wood shingles smolder and the men and our father wait in silence as the fires slowly grow toward one 
another and toward the widow’s watch stretching above our home. We keep our mouths below the water 
to keep them from hearing how we call out to him. He is a dark shadow immobile against the door, 
visible even through the rising smoke.    

The lives of his father and Jim Dunn were the only two he ever took besides the sea-creatures he 
dispatches against the side of his double-ender, and though we call him to rush them or find his old 
flintlock and shoot through the bursting windows, we know he will not. He is not an evil man, though 
that is just what he fears himself to be.

This is what Benjamin Horn, our father, names as his only spell. It is a spell for sustenance: Go to a 
pond ringed with cattails. Procure some of the long root-things (ask your mother for their true name) that 
the cattails stretch through the mud between their stalks. Roast these on a flat stone laid on the fire until 
they are just beginning to blacken. Chew up the fibrous insides, spitting out what fibers are too tough to 
swallow. Dry and bundle these remnants as kindling for your next fire.  

We laughed with our mother that he never seemed to draw as many fibers from his mouth as the rest 
of us when we ate these cattail  bottoms, and that his gut must be a tangle where they slowly braid 
together to form a rope bound to emerge from one end or the other.

Somehow, we must have been right in this. When the door and the walls are all aflame, a brighter 
blue-tipped fire ignites in him, starting in his middle and lighting him up from stem to stern. We shriek 
beneath the water and the cove rushes into our throats. He stands and runs across the house to throw 
himself in a direction that is blocked from our sight, but where we know our mother lies, as yet unburnt, 
on the table. The table burns now with them, the last piece of the ship that the wreckers drew on the rocks 
with their false signals, the last piece of the ship that cast our mother adrift on this island. We push the 
sea up from our stomachs and lungs, past throats, and back between our teeth out into the cove.  And we 
watch in silence as the flames rise from all the pieces of our home. ♦
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